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marge simpson is my mother

The first time in my life
that I was frightened for my
own sanity was the time I mis-
took Marge Simpson for my
mother, lt was (admittedly)
during my freshman year of
college-but I was neither
drunk nor "stoned" nor "trip-
ping" at the time. I was per-
fectly sober,
well-rested,
and in good
health when it
happened-
hell, I think it
was even day-
time. I was
talking to my
roommate and
several friends
when the con-
versation
turned to par-
ents trying to
be "cool" in the
eyes of their
offspring. I

began to relate
the story of
how, one day in the late
1980s, a little Matt Supko had
no friends to play with, so his
mother offered to play basket-
ball with him but ended up
embarrassing herself-when I

suddenly realized that this
never happened at all-at
least, not to me. lt happened

to a fictional person-more
specifically, it happened to
Bart Simpson.

I was barely halfway
through telling the anecdote
when I stopped, slapped my
forehead in true doofus fash-
ion, and exclaimed, "wait-
that wasn't my mom; that was

Marge Simpson!" Everyone
laughed at me, and I did what
I could to laugh the incident
off, but, on a deeper level, it
troubled me. How could I

confuse my own dear mother,
who had sacrificed years of
her life to raise and care for
me, with a goofy pop culture

fictional character? I began to
worry that television, in accor-
dance with what everyone
seemed to whisper about it in
the same accusatory tones
reserved for such evils as
Saturated Fats1, Saccharine',
and Yellow #53, really was rol-
ting my brain. I feared that in

another f ive
years I would be
entirely unable
to distinguish
reality from fic-
tion.

What I lacked
was a proper
u nde rstan d in g
of and respect
for the power
of stories. The
story and char-
acter of Marge
Simpson are
parts of my
memory just as
my memories of
my real mother
are. Marge

Simpson is my mother-she
defines and exemplifies what
a mother is, and should be,
The mind does not always
draw a clear boundary
between f ictional and real
experience-the two largely
blur. Stories, whether real or
fictional, form the basis of

human understanding of the
world-they have a powerful
reality that is entirely their
own.

But I have been talk-
ing too much about myself.
Perhaps this would be a good
time to introduce John.

John is from Sacra-
mento, California. He and his
wife Stephanie have been
married for 15 years. They
have three children: Becky,
Tim, and Josieo and a dog
named Snuffles. John works
for a local computer software
company during the day, and
on the weekends he likes to

go hiking and take photo-
graphs. John and Stephanie
met years ago at a photogra-
phy seminar in college and
they have been inseparable
ever since.

I could go on and on
about John, you know. My
question is, is this anecdote
fictional or is this real? ls this
the truth about John? The
truth is, it doesn't matter
whether this is real or not-it's
how John defines himself as
well as how other people
define John. John's identity,
however repackaged for the
listener, comprises a story.
This is how John and everv-

one around him knows who
John is. People define their
lives in terms of stories-this
is the way experience works.
It doesn't get truly interesting,
however, until f iction gets
involved.

Susan dated Troy for
about six months before the
police dragged him away.
She thought he was a won-
derful and charming guy. She
was shocked beyond belief
when she found out that he
was actually Michael Walker
Humbert, 31, renowned car
thief and escaped convict. He
had told her all sorts of things

Here it is easy to see
how "Troy," a documented
pathological liar, has been
able to influence Susan's per-
ception of him so much that
even after she learns he is
lying, his story remains so
strong she cannot perceive
Troy as anything other than
what he has told her he is-a
terrific Cajun cooks, Whether
stories are, in fact, real has no
bearing on their persuasive
poweru. The notion of "truth"
doesn't really apply to stories,

That being said, let us
examine some instances in
which fiction impacted deci-
sions in people's lives.

Allison, 15, of Grove-
dale High School, has been
trying to get Paul, 17, to notice
her and ask her out-but as
yet, she hasn't had much suc-
cess. The other night, howev-
er, she saw an episode of a
sitcom wherein a character
dyed her hair red and, the
next day, was fawned over by
dozens of guys'. Newly
inspired, Allison dyed her hair
bright red, much to her par-
ents' chagrin. Paul, however,
did not respond as expect-
ed-nor (for that matter) did
anyone else.

the ultimate power of stories to shape our psyches
a creative work bV #417-21-7717 ("matt supko")
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now d1fe I confuse my own dear mother,
who sacrificed ygafs of her life to raise and Cafe for me, with a

goofy pop fiction character!
about himself-his long and
comprehensive family history
in New Orleans, old ethnic
stories his grandfather had
told him, how he used to be a
four-star Cajun chef, until rent
problems drove his business
under. lt wasn't until he was
hauled off by lowa state troop-
ers that Susan found out he
was born in Oregon to an lrish
father and an Af rican-
American mother, and had
lived in the Midwest for most
of his smarmy life.

When asked what
Troy was like, Susan invari-
ably finds herself having to
admit that his cooking was
delicious.

While only a very
vounq student. James had

1 makes you fat. also slow & stupid, by some accounts.
2 gives you cancer,
3 shrinks your penis.

4 ln order of descending age.
5 Curiously, other people who knew "Troy" during this time described his cooking as "edible, I guess."
6 Whether stories are realistic, however, is another matter entirely.
7 This was the comic premise of the episode, if you couldn't tell.
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the Cleavers, the "model American family"-who aciually knows a family like
this? no one, right? yet people as real as you & me often look to the

Cleavers as an ideal to be emulated.

about a friend whose family
had landed in the hospitalwith
food poisoning. Suddenly all
beef products looked danger-
ous to her, and she forbade
her children to eat beef.

Kathy is an accountant
at Big John's Law Firm in
Ashburn, North Carolina. She
usually works late, and, when
she finishes, she sometimes
has to walk alone through a
darkened parking garage to
her car. She had done this for
years without much thought
and without serious incident.
Recently, however, she
watched a made-for-TV movie
about a woman who is brutal-
ly raped and left for dead in a
parking garage late at night.
Since then she has been
unable to walk in the parking
garage during the daytime
without looking constantly
over her shoulder; to park
there at night is unthinkable.
lnstead, she often takes a taxi
home, abandoning her car to
the dangers of the garage.

ln each of these inst-
ances, a piece of fiction influ-
enced a person's conscious
thought processes-these
individuals made real choices
in the real world based upon
experience gleaned from sto-
ries. But the influence of fic-
tion upon people's lives can
run much deeper than that,
The next few anecdotes con-
cern people who have con-
structed large parts of their
own identityu based upon sto-
ries,

Marc Lenko, 37,
describes his motives for join-
ing the police force to an inter-
viewer: "l had always loved
those movies where cops
went after criminals, and there
were shootouts and car chas-
€s, and it just looked real
exciting. And the cops always
won. I guess I wanted to be
one of the good guys."

lnterviewer: "And is it
actually like that?"

Marc flaughing]: "Not
at all. Well, sometimes."

lnterviewer:
"Sometimes?"

Marc: "Sometimes I

still feel like that. That excite-
ment. Sometimes I'll have
some guy up against the wall,
and I'll be all like," [assumes
dramatic voice] "'you have the
right to remain silent!

Anything you say can and will
be used against you...' and
you know how that goes."
Iaughs].

Ariana never quite
understood what was holding
her down in her life until she
happened to read The
Fountainhead. She read the
book merely by circumstance;
she was encouraged by a
high school English professor
to enter an essay contest on
The Fountainhead. Upon
reading the book, she began
to feel a powerful sense of
admiration for the unbreak-
able Howard Roark and his
unintimidated, uncorrupted
world view. By the time she
began writing the essay for
the Rand Foundation, Ariana
was well on her way to being

a good little Objectivist. She
began acting cold and callous
towards her friendsn, occa-
sionally (but only secretly)
causing herself great emo-
tional pain and destroying
friendships she had had for
years. Years later, she still
describes herself as an
"Objectivist"-but she also
expresses a sense of regret
on occasion for her behavior
and tries not to hurt those
around her.

ln both these cases, a
series of fictional images has
become an inextricable part of
a person's identity. For Marc,
pulp cop movies have given
him a concrete set of images
describing what a policeman
is, and so, as a policeman, he
applies these images to him-

iconic American images like Barbie@ have their own (often eerie) reality

already begun to consider
himself a great connoisseur of
literature. He felt a particular
fondness for Alf red, Lord
Tennyson, a poet whom he
considered to be a master at
"proper" poetry. One day,
however, he happened to be
reading Joyce's Portrait of the
Artist as a Young Man when
he came across the scene
where the young Stephen
Dedalus accuses Tennyson
of being "nothing but a
rhymester," proclaiming in-
stead the superiority of Byron.

Dedalus is thrashed and
teased by his classmates for
the decision but sticks to his
assertion and, from that day
on, Tennyson's work has not
held the same magic for
James that it used lo. He has,
instead, begun reading Byron
more seriously.

Anne cooked beef
stroganoff for her family for
years-in fact, she used to be
pretty renowned for it, She
stopped the practice, howev-
er, after her cousin told her

8 (their own stories, to be accurate)
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doeSn't really apply to SfO fie9,

10 and they were quite successful about it, too.
11 (Christian)
1 2 the nature & substance of this "eternal glory" being, of course, just part of another, more elaborate story called "religion."
'13 the truth of which is, ironically, currently the subject of mgch speculation.
14 recent scientific estimates set this at "a lot."

self. He perceives himself as
a "good guy"-part of his
moral code and ego are
invested in this fiction-inspired
notion, Ariana has bought
into Rand's treatment of
Roark as a heroic figure and
emulates him. By acting like
Roark, she believes she too
can be heroic and morally
superior.

Ayn Rand is actually a
good example of something
else, too. Many authors have
caught on to this vast power
of stories and write their fic-
tion to influence the actions
and ethical codes of others.
Upton Sinclair's The Jungle,
while largely a work of fiction,
created enough resentment
against the meat packing
industry that serious regula-
tions were drafted and
imposed within a few years of
the novel's publication. The
novelist Qeorge Orwell, fear-
ful of global tyrrany, wrote
books like Animal Farm and
1984, both of which were

intendedlo to make people
increasingly leery of big gov-
ernment and politicians.
Popular Christian fiction like
The Omega Code has its own
predictable agendall.

These pieces of didac-
tic fiction also show how fic-
tion can influence the charac-
ter and decisions of not just
one person, but of entire soci-
eties. The powerful and ruth-
less influence of stories is evi-
dent at the deepest levels of
history. How many people
have been motivated to take
part in crusades and jihads
because of promises of eter-
nal glory for those who per-
ish"? How much were the
Western world's perceptions
of China shaped by Marco
Polo's journalsl3? How much
has conventional Western
morality been shaped by the
allegorical implications of sto-
ries in the Biblela?

So, how much have
you bought into the anecdotes
in this article? Are they even

true? Well, some are, and
some aren't. lt doesn't matter,
though-they're all stories,
and they all, as I have argued
the entire time, have a reality
of their own, independent of
their basis in the "real world."
They support my arguments.
Perhaps they have even influ-
enced your thinking. Am I

manipulating the truth? To
ask that is to miss the point.

BIOGRAPHY
#417-21-7717 is

described as a caucasian
male, approximately 5'9 when
standing up straight, 5'7
when slouching, with black
hair and brown eyes. Since
birth, #417-21 -7717 has
demonstrated exceptional
promise in the areas of
writing, music, and graphic
design. For this reason, we
have assigned him career
path #367-8 ("English-
Majo/').
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(un)reel history
what's missing in this picture?

by teresa brady

A sense of elsewhere
ldeas seem to emerge

from the silent scene on the
other side of the glass: smok-
ers gathered in front of a cafe,
the flow of pavement under
headlights, the woods outside
the bedroom, a painting, a fish
bowl even a muted TV
screen can evoke a realm
which generates thought.

ln the grand ballroom

of a posh old hotel, I sat for
most of a weekend with about
300 other writers on folding
chairs at a screenwriters'con-
ference. While film industry
prof essionals shared their
wisdom, my gaze drifted to a
large dark painting on the
wall.

On Sunday morning, a
tall, gray-haired, Armani-clad
man stood at the podium on
the stage at the far end of the
ballroom. His film credit was
a script adaptation for a disas-
ter movie, and he opened the
panel discussion on literary
adaptation to film with this
story. A director was given a
year to acquire a good
screenplay adaptation of a

popular detective novel. He
rejected script after script by
various studio writers until he
ran out of time. Five days
before shooting was sched-
uled to start, the director
asked his secretary to "type
up" the novel into screenplay
format, which she did.

Panelists chuckled.
The man at the podium
explained that f ilm-worthy

adaptations are notoriously
difficult to write, and yet the
director had been able to
shoot the movie with nothing
more than what the secretary
had "typed up." The man con-
cluded his story by revealing
that it was director Howard
Hawks who had made The
Big Sleep (1946), essentially,
without a script. The film-lit-
erate audience applauded in

recognition of that Hollywood
legend's admirable adaptation
of Raymond Chandler's
novel.

I was expecting the
story to be about a secretary
who discovered she could
write, until I heard the name of
the movie. The Big S/eep was

adapted for the screen by
Leigh Brackett. Although it's
true she wrote it in five days,
she had never worked as a
secretary. She wrote popular
science fiction novels before
she turned to writing for film.
She was one of Howard
Hawks' favorite writers and
wrote five movies for him. Her
screenwriting career spanned
35 years. The last movie she

wrote was Ihe Empire Strikes
Back (1980). ln telling his
story, the man erased Leigh
Brackett from film history.

Maybe he was con-
fused. Maybe he was thinking
of Alice Guy-Blache, who was
working as a secretary in
Paris when she made her first
film in 1895. She taught her-
self to use the typewriter, an
invention as new as the cam-
era equipment produced by
her employer, Leon Gaumont.
After she saw the first moving
picture ever projected onto a
screen for an audience - a
film showing workers leaving
a factory - she had an idea to
make movies that tell a story.
Her employer believed that

It's hot that most women didn'f dOl it's that rno.sf of what

women did is eXClUded from tne textbooks.
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invisible #10
julie devison

moving pictures were merely
a fad, but he allowed her to
experiment with a camera-
as long as it didn't interfere
with her secretarial duties.
Within a few weeks she had
written, directed, produced,
acted in, and filmed a one
minute movie-the first ever
to have sets, costumes,
actors, and a storyline. She
learned by doing and in the
process invented the art of
film making. After two years,
her feature films were so pop-
ular that she quit working as a
secretary and made movies
full time for Gaumont. She
made over 100 movies with
sound, and many in color,
decades before such technol-
ogy was used in Hollywood.
She made the first film noire
and was the first to use close-
up shots for dramatic effect.
She defined the role of the
f ilm director. She ran
Gaumont's motion picture stu-
dio; trained hundreds of
actors, camera operators and
directors; and was known as a
one woman film school. By
1906, she had made nearly
400 films in France. Her suc-
cess continued with the films
she made for her own film
company in New York. Alice
Guy-Blache is considered an
architect of the movie indus-
try. Maybe the man at the
podium was simply ignorant.

The history of history
ln fourth grade world

history class I discovered the
charm of the window. I was
interested in the people of the
past. I was curious about how
they lived-their inventions,

arts, and sciences. I wanted
to know how the past came to
be the present, but history
was only about kings and con-
querors. Queen Elizabeth
was a picture on a page, not a
paragraph.

At Catholic school we
studied the legends of the
saints. We read them in reli-
gion class, leapfrogging over
centuries, in the order of the
feast days. Some of those
stories sprang out of the

ln the Middle Ages, control of wealth
through land made women powerful.

myths of their time; some
were grounded in fact. But it
didn't matter. The saints were
ordinary people who did
extraordinary things. They
were brave, bold, wise; they
were heroes-and many of
them were women. They
showed me who I was and
who I could be.

History failed to do
that. As I progressed through
school, it was presented with
increasing sophistication, but
its basic theme remained the
same: History was only what
men did. There were very few
women in'the past, and at

new collegeireview 2001

times there were no women at
all.

For a long time, the
ancient Greek mathematician
Hypatia didn't exist. As a
respected teacher of philoso-
phy, Hypatia symbolized sci-
entif ic learning, considered
pagan by early Christians,
and was slashed to death with
oyster shells by a mob of
fanatical monks, After her
death, any reference to her
was systematically removed
f rom Alexandria's records.
Historians have dug up and
pieced together some of her
life. Now, after centuries con-
demned to anonymity,
Hypatia has her own Web
site.

A few years ago, I was
the only woman in a screen-
writers'group. We met in the
loft of a micro-brewery to read
scripts, drink beer, and dis-
cuss movies. On slow nights
with no scripts to critique, the
group resorted to movie trivia
contests. Some had an
impressive command of
movie trivia, but none could
name more than three women
directors. They claimed that
the few women who have
made films are not remem-
bered because their films tend
to be inferior. (This is also an
argument for few memorable
women in all of history. I don't
believe it. By whose stan-
dards are the contributions of
women inferior? Let me know
who they are and what
they've done and I'll be the
judge.) I began to find books
that named hundreds of
women screenwriters and
directors and their award-win-

10 new college review 2001 11



ning films, Knowing what
other women have done,
knowing the ground they have
broken for me, makes a big
difference: I don't have to be
the G. l. Jane test case for the
movie business,

Soon after I started
screenwriting, I had a project
to work on-a historical
screenplay about an
American black woman. The
woman's name was, of
course, not included in any
encyclopedia or reference
book, and lnternet searches
on her produced nothing. She
was never mentioned in
books about her area of
expertise nor in books about
the America of her time. I

located accounts of her
exploits in old newspapers on
microfilm. Finding her was a
lot of work.

For two years, on
each of many visits to the

+
:i

'l Dr

directed her lirst
movie in 1895.

library, I could separate the
books I checked out into two
stacks: black and white -
those by and about blacks
and those by and about
whites. Black history books
described,signif icant contribu-
tions by blacks; American his-
tory books omitted contribu-

tions of blacks, yet some
white men of little conse-
quence were included, as if to
fill space on the page. What
I found at the library was Jim
Crow history in the 9Os-the
199Os-decades after the Civil
Rights movement. America's
recognition of signif icant
blacks, women, and minority
cultures has had little impact
on what is included in
American history books.

What the menfolk say
James Winders, a

post-modern historian and
university professor, has writ-
ten critically about the presen-
tation of controversial histori-
cal events as conclusive. He
warns, "the textbook will pres-
ent the ideas or works as
neatly woven into the fabric of
Western tradition, i.e., beyond
question. This approach in
particular puts the reader's

critical guard at rest." He has
called attention to an invisible
element which he refers to as
a "masculinist" cultural bias.
Critical guard is needed to
detect the masculinist lens
through which we view the
past.

When a female stu-
dent in a social science class
complained about having to
study white man's history, a
male student explained that
history is about signif icant
contributions, and only men
have made them; to include
women, he said, would be
revisionist. Another male stu-
dent in the class spoke of the
wars of early American history
as the only events that mat-
tered, and those wars, he
said, didn't include women.
History is about what it means
to be a man; revising it to
include women would change
what history is about.

The coffeehouse
rationale is more sympathetic:
the number of men who made
history is disproportionately
larger than the number of
women because most
women's lives were taken up
by childbirth. Then again,
most men were husbands and
fathers and too busy plowing
fields to do much else.
Parenthood is not a deterrent;
of the men and women who
did make history, most were
parents. Another notion is
that women's names don't
grace history books because
women have been oppressed
and lacked opportunity to
accomplish, but that logic
compares kings to peasant
girls rather than queens.

It's
not that
most
women did-
n't do; it's
that most of
what women
did is
excluded
from the
textbooks.
When so
few of
women's
accomplish-
ments are
known, they
appear as
isolated
events; when

Hypatia was the most

women's accomplishments
throughout time are linked,
women become a historical
reality.

Not long ago I sat in
a windowless auditorium lis-
tening to a film history lecture
on early inventors and film
makers, each singled out for
what he had done first. The
lecturer named a man whose
film career was unsuccessful
and short-lived as the first to
make a film with a storyline,
two years after Alice Guy-
Blache first made hers. I

looked around at the faces of
the 100 or so other women in
the class and wondered if
they believed what was
unspoken-that there were no
significant women in early film
history. The lecturer was a
nice man-he meant no harm;
he taught straight out of the
f ilm history textbook. I

dropped the class. There was
no window.'

ol philosophy
in Alexandria.
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There is something
feeble and a little con-
temptible about a man who
cannot face the perils of life
without the help of comfort-
able myths.

-Bertrand Russell

Reality is a concept
that most people assume that
they have a grasp on. lndeed,
it would probably be tough for
society to continue if its citi-
zens were continually in doubt
of the "realness" of the world
around them. The economy
would crash when people

decide its not worth going to a
job that may or may not really
exist, Crimes against persons
would escalate with the
assumption that "1" am the
only real "reality," and there-
fore why should one treat
another as they would like to
be treated when there isn't
really any "other?" These are
of course extreme possibili-
ties. What interests me, how-
ever, is the question of
whether or not it would be per-
missible, or even beneficial,
for people to throw out con-
ventional thought and simply
not believe in what is "real,"

or, at least, what is widely held
to be "real."

Throughout the cen-
turies, scientists, clergy,
kings, and paupers have all
responded square on the neg-
ative side to this question,
putting their stock in what they
call "real," and denouncing
the "unreal," and then pro-
ceeding to kill each other over
what exactly is the real reality.
So, (just for argument's sake,
mind you) I am going to say
that there is indeed a tangible
reality out there that each of
us is capable of grasping and
living in, but, there are

.5 ro

instances when not believing
in this reality can be benefi-
cial.

Bertrand Russell obvi-
ously believed that any diver-
gence from belief in this "real-
ity" seriously decreased one's
standing as a reasonable
human being. Most of us
would agree that there is an
intrinsic value in believing in
the real world. There are
numerous examples that one
can point to, to show that bad
things happen when an indi-
vidual's belief in reality lapses.

I am reminded of the
story of a lawyer in a Toronto
skyscraper, who had the habit
of demonstrating the strength
of the windows to visiting law
students by running and
jumping up against them. On
one (and non-coincidentally
his f inal) occasion, he
crashed through the pane and
plunged 24 stories to his
death. lt turns out that jump-
ing against windows is not a
wise thing to do. ln this case,
I would argue that it would
have been much more benefi-
cial to him if he would have
had a greater belief in the
reality of window stress limits
and probability, rather than
the belief in the invincible win-
dow.

The religious faith of
snake handling presents
another interesting case in
lapses of reality. This peculiar
practice believes that if one
has enough faith in God, than
one may pick up a highly ven-
omous snake and God will
prevent it from biting. But, if
one does not have enough
faith in God, you are very like-

ly to get both
fangs straight in
the arm. Most
people would call
this behavior
insane. Who in

their right mind
would pick up a
very f rightened
and poisonous
creature to prove
something to a
God that already
knows everything?
Would an all-lov-
ing and omnipo-
tent God (who pre-
sumably has an
infinite amount of
faith tests floating
around in that
omniscient head)
actually test peo-
ple's faith in such
a silly way or
punish those
who lack faith in

a group of evil communists plotting
to alter American weather

when reality hurts & the imaginary helps
by ioshua ridenour

\

such a horrible way? Snake
handlers would do much bet-
ter to believe the reality that
snakes do not like being han-
dled, especially in a place
where people are chanting
and shouting at them, that
they do like to bite, and that
they tend to do that very well.
It should be noted that this
lapse in reality has been
responsible for the death of
approximately 78 people
since its founding in the late
19th century .

Not all lapses in reality
result in grisly deaths. My
grandmother, swept up in the
current of the Cold War,
believed that Communists
controlled all things, including
the weather.'

Any plane that she spotted
over (of all places) northeast-
ern rural Arkansas, was
undoubtedly a Communist air-
craft creating tomorrow's bad
weather.

Her particular brand of
"reality" was detrimental when
one thinks about how much
fear and suspicion her daily
life must have included,
believing the Communists
were everywhere and that
they were out to get her and
her loved ones. This was
needless and, above all else,
not real. I imagine that her
days would have been filled
with much more joy and hap-
piness if she had not lived
under the constant threat of
Communist takeover.
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lf we believe in reality,
braking at red lights, f iring
rockets to the moon, and sail-
ing our ships to the New

of the writers, investigators,
and researchers were hard-
lined atheists who were
attempting to arrest religion's

in an individual's best interest
to believe in one. Maybe my
response was initially a gut
reaction to disagree with

someone being dogmatic,
but after a few seconds I

began to think that I might
actually have a point.

Voltaire said that, "lf
God did not exist, it would
be necessary for us to
invent Him." ln the
strictest atheistic sense,
this is the only shot we get
at life, so we had better
make it count.
Considering that people
are different and handle
the world in different
ways, it seems reason-
able that some might have
a harder time dealing with
the rough parts of life. lf,
say, a person's family
dies, and they slip into a
deep depression, should
we fault them for believing
that their family is floating
on a cloud somewhere
feeling fine? lf that is the
only way they will feel bet-
ter about the situation and
about going on living, then
we have an obligation to
let them, since their hap-
piness in this, (their only)
life depends on it.

instances where believing in
the unreal can be of worth. ln
my childhood, I was told of the
Easter Bunny, the Tooth Fairy,
and Santa Claus. These non-
real beings not only brought
much joy to my life, they were
an important part of my social-
ization. Fantastic entities
brought a sense of wonder to
our childhoods, in addition to
presents and money. The
world is filled with much more
color and happiness when we
believe in more than what is
right before our eyes.
Thousands of years ago
humans believed in a real
"Mother Earth." Very few of
us believe in this now. But
these people were much clos-
er to nature, more in tune with
it. Native Americans believed
that all animals were their
spiritual kin. While the vast
majority of us see this as
superstition, I see this "unreal"
belief as extremely beneficial
to the world as a whole. lt
gives back to the world in
spite of being superstition.
After all, who in their right
mind would bulldoze a forest
or drop a nuclear bomb if they
believed that all of the world
was alive?

We shouldn't com-
pletely disassociate ourselves
with hard science or even with

a materialistic worldview.
However, it would do us a
great deal of good to step
back and give reality a break
now and again. After all, what
is hope but to feel that some-

thing that is desired can hap-
pen, even if the world says it
won't?
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Gerome Spent His Free Time Daydreami
of Being Reincarnated as a Snake

James C. Christiensen

han ef9 would do much better

to believe the reality that shdkes do not like
beins handled.

World can pay off. But this
isn't always true.

Recently, I interned at
a magazine that examined
global, human, and religious
issues skeptically and critical-
ly. On occasion, the interns
had lunch with the executive
director, to argue philosophi-
cal issues. At one meeting, a
staff writer's open theism was
addressed. Here, where many

"strangle-hold" on our society,
this man's belief was very
puzzling. One of the more
dogmatic interns began argu-
ing vehemently about the
"irrationality" and "silliness" of
said writer's professed belief
in God. Strangely enough, I

found myself defending the
writer, arguing that even if
there is no God, there are
occasions where it would be

Voltaire was right and
Bertrand Russell was wrong.
A person is not a fool if they
believe in something that oth-
ers consider myth, they are
simply doing what is neces-
sary to survive. The only
amendment I would make to
Voltaire's statement is that it
would be necessary for some
of us to invent God.
There are other, non-religious,

t
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PUT MY SNAKES
DOWN BEFORE I

TURNYOIIR
WATER SI]?PLY
INTO A PIAGIIE
OF IVIAGGOTS!
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anatomy of a couch potato

dn

a field guide to the fastest-growing race of humans
by heather kaye rainey

A new breed of humans was
born in the latter twentieth century
and placed at the glass teat of the television
screen. Today, the television is used as babysitter, friend,
lover, distraction. Following are some of the recently evolved specimens
and how to identify them.

Mr. Beanbag and the Real World
The door is open, exposing the

guts of Mr. Beanbag's third floor apart-
ment. The building is a sprawling, gray
structure.,. a color easily painted over
should its large student population get a
little rowdy over the weekend. Our first
specimen, Mr, Beanbag, sprawls on a red
bean bag chair dangling a Bud Light from
an apathetic hand. When a friend tries to
convince him to go to a local bar for
Songwriter's Night, Mr. Beanbag declines,

"Nah, I'm about to watch the Real
World on MTV."

The first trademark of the Mr,

Beanbag variety is that, when confronted
with viewing life or living it, Mr. Beanbag
will likely choose to play the voyeur.

Why does he behave this way?
He thinks that real life is boring.

Those mundane things we do like
brushing our teeth and driving to work are
no cause for excitement. You don't see
those acts on television very often, either.
So maybe he has seen too much of this
real life thing and finds a thrill in life on

television that does not exist elsewhere,

the handling of mainframes
photo by theresa rumore

caption by mark cyst

I

l
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Stories have aided the human
race in fighting off boredom
since the beginning of history.
History is just stories, after all.
You don't read of historic fig-
ures doing mundane things
like eating dinner or looking in
the bathroom mirror unless
someone's wine has been
poisoned or the mirror has
revealed the villain about to
strike. History books, like tele-
vision, have the power to cut
out what isn't exciting. ln this
way, watching television is
exciting all the time, unlike
real life. But this explanation

excludes one small detail: Mr.
Beanbag is watching The
Real World, a show made to
simulate real life, lt's like
hanging out with a bunch of
real people doing mundane
things, except less interactive.

Mr. Beanbag has
friends in the television. After
all, he has access to every-
one's private actions. Through
the eye of the camera, he can
see just what girls talk about
behind their bedroom doors.
He can participate mentally in
solving relationship problems
presented by the program,
and he gets to say out loud
what he really thinks about
each of the characters. He is
not forced to hide his true feel-
ings in order to avoid hurting
someone's feelings or to obey

social norms. He can curse
out loud, laugh, or cry without
public scrutiny.

Mr. Apathy and the Jealous
Wife

He comes home from
work every day, drapes his
coat across the back of the
chair, grabs a beer from the
fridge and sprawls onto the
couch, remote control in
hand. Day after day, his wifd
complains to her friends:

"My husband is having
an affair!" The women
gasp.

"l can't believe it!"
says one.

"Are you sure?" says
another. The wife nods her
head sadly.

"Yes. He holds her
hand on our couch. He stares
into her eyes for hours and
hours!"

"The nerve!" They
chime in unison. "Who is
she?"

"The television," Mr.
Apathy's wife sighs.

This specimen and his
wife have been marriedlor 25
years or so, Mr. Apathy turns
on the television to find out
something he doesn't know
already. He already knows
what his wife will wear to bed,
what she will say when she
calls him at work, what she

will cook for dinner. But he
doesn't know when he turns
on the local news who has
been killed or what the weath-
er will be like tomorrow.

For Mr. Apathy, prob-
lems on the television aren't
as complicated as his own.
There is already a script
planned, and more often than
not, everything will turn out all
right without his lifting a finger.
The lovers will get together,
the marriage will be saved,
the kidnapped child rescued.
By removing the actual power
of the social situation, social

psychologists may argue, it is
easier for Mr. Apathy to solve
the problems on the television
screen than it is to solve those
of his own marriage. After all,
Mr. Apathy doesn't have to
wake up next to the woman
on television to hear her com-
plain about his failure to com-
pliment her dinner. Of course,
right across the street, his
counterpart Mrs. Apathy
stares at a television while her
husband wonders why she
never talks to him anymore.

Ms. I'm Okay, You're Okay
Ms. l'm Okay, You're

Okay is ill-equipped to handle
the pressures of life away
from the television. Aside from
her difficult childhood, she has
a failed marriage behind her,

as her ex-husband suffered
f rom post-traumatic stress
disorder after Vietnam and
spent several seasons in the
hospital, before the marriage
f inally crumbled beyond
reconstruction. She has a son
who is physically and mental-
ly ill. To top it all off, her doctor
has informed her that she has
multiple myeloma, a bone-
marrow cancer near-
ly impossible to
treat. Having given
up on real life rela-
tionships (even to
the point of trying to
destroy any that
threaten to exist)the
television performs
all the duties of an
oxygen tank, thera-
pist, f riend, and
comforter. She
doesn't need to eat
because of the exot-
ic, yet tasteless, cui-
sine on the Food
Network. She does
all her shopping on
QVC, buying
pheromone per-
fumes and countless
soaps with her social security
checks. She gets wedding
after picture perfect wedding
via Lifetime's A Wedding
Story. She experiences the
miracle of childbirth through A
Baby Story and never has to
wake up in the middle of the
night to change a dirty diaper
or feed a child who will one
day become thankless.

Beneath the rattle and
hum of the television, Ms. I'm
Okay, You're Okay, like most
of us, is afraid to die. She
uses the television to avoid

thinking of death, which, as
her doctor has admitted,
looms ahead. lt is unhealthy
to avoid coming to terms with
reality in this manner, or leav-
ing the "house unclean" so to
speak. But were it not for the
television, there would be
some other way to avoid the
subject of death.

However, fear is still a'

necessary element, even for
specimens like Ms. l'm Okay,
You're Okay. True fear teach-
es us when to move out of
harm's way, when to be cau-
tious, and not to take things
that matter for granted. Also,
fear can be fun. Roller coast-
ers, horror movies, and televi-
sion shows such as MTV's
Fear exploit the human need
for this emotion, However,
there is a profound difference
between the synthetic fear
that television offers Ms. I'm
Okay, You're Okay and the

fear of impending death she is
avoiding. The ride ends, the
credits roll, and the television
show goes off.

Mrs. GeneralAnxiety
For Mrs. General

Anxiety, the television is a
source of information, which
comes mostly f rom talk
shows-Oprah, Maury,

Montel, Geraldo,
and Sally Jesse
Raphael. Her con-
stant calls to her out-
of-town daughter
usually initiate with a
complaints like "l
really wish you
wouldn't go out so
late at night. On
Maury they had
women who were
raped right outside
their houses!" or
"You be careful ii
your neighbor
comes over and
asks to borrow
sugar. On Oprah,
this woman was
attacked right in her
kitchen by a neigh-

bor she had known for years!"
Let's face it, this world

is a scary place. Especially for
specimens of the anxious
type. The television only
serves to worsen this condi-
tion. Mrs. General Anxiety
sees not only everything that
has happened in her small
town through the five o'clock
news, but everything that has
happened, or that possibly
could happen, around the
globe. She is afraid to venture
out even in daylight. ln the
most extreme cases, she

t

t

Mr. Beanbag is watching The Real World, a show
made lo simulate real life. lt's like hanging out with a

bunch of real people doing mundane things, except

tess inEractive.

:lf l-had known
what a mess TV

,would maks ol
great country,

would have
movies.bad
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sentence wasn't answered
with "fine," and then left hang-
ing like the corpse of an unfin-
ished sentence. Family mem-
bers talked to each other.

There is a new breed
of family, these days.

The Nuked Family
only knows what real families
are supposed to be like
because their evening meal is
eaten crowded around a tele-
vision that is playing back-to-
back sitcoms. Television has
been idealizing the nuclear
family since the days of
"Father Knows Best" and
"The Donna Reed Show." The
children of this Nuked Family
learn to identify their families
as "dysfunctional" when com-
pared to the "functional" fami-
lies on television. ln the just-
passed century, the television
proved to millions of American
households that even dys-
functional families could be
functional in their own pecu-
liar ways.

ln front of the televi-
sion, families aren't urged to
become closer, but to con-
stantly buy more, A parent's
love for a child is measured by
how much he or she spends
on the child. Children often
find the love and acceptance
they need from parents on sit-
coms while their own parents
work overtime. The television
succeeds in separating the

family because the various
family members get the inter-
action they need from the fic-
tional on-screen characters,
rather than from each other.

It is not difficult to
despise the television when
so many of us smother our
problems with the fantasy it
offers. lt seems that everyone
is in therapy, that parents
divorce each other and their
children, that families struggle
to make ends meet, but rarely
does the cable bill go unpaid.
Yet, the heart of the American
obsession with the television
is storytelling. Humans need
stories like they need to
breathe. Stories give us hope
for the sometimes bleak
future. They instruct us in love
and relationships. They show
us the follies of our past. The
myriad ways television can
waste or twist our lives, a few
of which have already been
discussed, show the power
the television, and through the
television storytelling itself ,

wield in our hearts and minds,
Television's power often
moves us in negative ways,
but this particular form of sto-
rytelling is far from the only
guilty party, Radio overflows
with crude talk-radio "shock
jocks" and endless top-
forty repetition. Publishing
abounds with Harlequin
romances, pulp fantasies, sex

magazines, and endless spy
novels and murder mysteries.
Certainly, some are very
good, and all have something
worthwhile, but one must be
caref ul which stories one
reads or watches or listens to,
if one wishes to grow from the
experience, rather than rot
from it. Television can trans-
form and aid us in powerful
ways, as the most versatile
storytelling method ever
invented. lt can teach and
comfort, and disperse infor-
mation and wisdom with
unimaginable speed. The only
thing lacking is iniative on the
part of the viewers to be
selective and careful in what
they allow to pour into their liv-
ing rooms worldwide.

We must realize that
television is just another book
with a different cover. While
often misused, perhaps it is
valuable in this high-speed
world as just another mode of
doing what humans do best:
creating stories that give our
real world meaning.
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ln front of the television, families aren't urged to

become closer, but to constanuy bUy more.
locks the car doors even while
driving down the highway
because she has seen so
many tearful victims crying
into the camera about family
members lost to violent
crimes.

"You better get the
locks on your car doors fixed!"
she complains. "Someone

could yank you right out of
that car!"

"Mom, people don't try
to open your car doors when
you're going seventy-f ive
down the interstate!"

"You shouldn't be
speeding!There are cops that
pull women out of their cars
when they pull them over and

make them
clothes off. .

take all their

The Nuked Family
Families used to eat

dinner around the table. ln the
most idealistic cases, there
would be cheery banter,
peace and love, and a sharing
of the day's events. Every

All tho$e uds firake nte l'eel terrihlc ahoul nll'self...

Nou' lUurgc. nrukc sure the shows l'ou
rvalch har'e ircl.s :rlrout things !'ou ciln
affirrrl.
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Most people in the
industrialized world recognize
immediately the Millenium
Falcon, the ship Han Solo
pilots in the Star Wars series
of films. Most people, in fact,
have seen all three of the
f ilms in which the ship
appears. How often, though,
does anyone ask, "During all
those hours and days they
spend in outer space, where
did they go to the bathroom?"

Where indeed. We will
see pilot's chambers, beds, a

strips out all the
holographic gaming table,
smuggling cargo holds, hall-
ways, a gun deck, even a bed
- but no bathroom. Not even a
hint of one. There doesn't
appear to be any food stor-
age, either, nor water recepta-
cles, but no one ever ques-
tions these omissions. This
captures the essence of
what makes fiction enjoyable:
it appeals because it strips out
all the "boring" parts of the
human story. Whether epic
high fantasy or meticulously
researched historical tales,
f iction represents life on
selective fast-forward and
frees the partaker temporarily
from the crushing weight of
mundane minutiae. The few

books that attempt to docu-
ment everything that happens
to a character usually get con-
signed to the "experimental"
genre, and most people find
them boring if not totally
unreadable.

With a moment's
thought, the most egregious
of these omissions come to
light, in that fictional charac-
ters do not seem to conform
to any known human biology.
Sherlock Holmes never vio-
lates his Victorian ethic by

lowering himself to something
so crude as the use of water
closet or chamber pot, yet
modern experience and his-
torical documents indicate the
necessity of such items, even
for a Victorian aristocrat.
Eating often occurs in our fic-
tional excursions, but mostly
as a setting for dialogue and
plot thickening rather than as
a way to stop being hungry.
Even then, the average char-
acter in any "make-believe"
story would rapidly starve if
they ate as infrequently in the
"real" world as they do in their
own. Being born and getting
killed occur with much less
mess in most worlds of fanta-
sy. Humans begin life through

a multiple-hour process
involving a great deal of pain
and effort by the mother, fol-
lowed by the ejection of not
only a slimy, crying baby, but
also a great deal of other flu-
ids and solids of vague origin.
All of this serves to greatly
surprise, or render uncon-
scious, anyone raised on the
television myth of five minute,
clean births in elevators,
which end with a mom still in
makeup and an infant, soft,
dry, and quiet. At the other

end of the mortal coil, a gun-
f ight occurs, and Clint
Eastwood (or John Wayne or
James Bond) plugs the bad
guy with a large-caliber hand-
gun. A red hole appears in the
bad person's forehead, and
they fall face down. Death,
sanitized for your protection.
ln reality, being shot at close
range with a Colt Python .357
revolver creates not only a red
entrance hole in the front of
the head, but also a grapefruit
sized exit hole at the back,
from whence the bullet and
most of the brain cavity's con-
tents spray all over nearby
structures. The victim, thrown
backwards by the power of
the shot, may well defecate,
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urinate, or twitch noisily as his
muscles try to deal with the
sudden loss of central nerv-
ous system control. He lays
sprawled in his own blood, for
all intents and purposes a
squishy, foul-smelling, slimy
and bloody sack of cement.
He is not a clean, cold corpse
to be easily lifted into a wagon
and placed in the morgue,
despite what action movies
depict. Unlike the heroic

A second, much more
subtle example flies totally
under the mental radar of
most people, as they aren't
even conscious that reality
flew out the window. Observe:
Even the most withdrawn, shy
young girl in a Jane Austen
novel talks with a skill and
directness that would, in reali-
ty, put most orators to shame.
She can have a discussion
about some terribly painful,

much, much longer, in reality,
I mean, to talk, you know?
Public speaking class teaches
one non-intuitive facts, such
as multiple typewritten pages
can be easily dispatched in a
minute or two. Even profes-
sional speakers seem ridicu-
lous if you look at an exact
transcript of what leaves their
mouths. Lenny Bruce discov-
ered, decades ago, that just
reading a politician's speech

immortality pres-
ent in fiction, a
real-world knife
wound, a bullet
wound, a kick from
a horse, a smash
in the head with a
tire iron, a strike in
the torso with a
tree, a fall down
cement steps, a
few minutes spent
in nearly-ice water,
or a savage beat-
ing by a group of
flunkies can be,
and often is, debil-
itating, if not fatal.

fiction, paradoxically, often represents a Seaf)h fOf fgality-people want

stories that seem true, even if they involv e dfagOfiS and death Stafs.

Few people would be able to
fight on, much less continue
on for another half-hour (or
ten chapters) of killing bad
guys or solving mysteries or
saving the planet when sub-
jected to such treatments.
However, Tarzan dying from
yellow fever or a three-page
description of what Sir
Lancelot ate for lunch does
not make for engaging enter-
tainment.

embarrassing subject, and
she may take three pages of
talking to do it, but someone
discussing the same subject
in real life, if their words were
transcribed, would take 30
pages. Why? Natural speech
is padded with, um, like, lots
of pauses, and mis-misspo-
ken words and stuff, and a lot
of it i's body language and
stuff like that, you know, and
so...so it can sometimes take

transcript out of
context was
enough to get the
audience rolling
with laughter. Your
average f ictional
characters might as
well be speaking in
mathematics, given
how directly and
precisely they state
things, even when
they are supposed-
ly being vague or
reticent or nervous.

Then there is
the passage of
time, which, in fic-

lion, gets stretched or com-
pressed like some Einsteinian
silly-putty to help make a
piece readable, watchable, or
listenable. Gandalf, Bilbo, and
the Dwarves spent weeks
traveling to Smaug's cave, yet
in The Hobbit author J.R.R,
Tolkien only describes a few
isolated incidents during the
journey, usually involving the
threat of being eaten by larg-
er, nastier creatures, Tolkien

did not wish to bog down
readers with the repetitive
tedium of a long journey on
horseback, recounting the
wonders of making a fire,
feeding the horses, f inding
fresh water, drying off after
rainstorms, and so on.
lnstead, '' he focused on
attacks by giant spiders, sum-
moning lightning bolts against
goblins, and riddles with cave-
dwelling mutants.
Given that most people don't
actually know much of any-
thing about long journeys on
horseback, why this omis-
sion? We don't know the feel-
ing of riding a horse all day,
making camp, and watching
for trolls, and Tolkien briefly
mentions the respective diffi-
culties of each, but only in
passing. The only reason an
author would need to include
them would be if they some-
how advanced the plot. The
Truman Show centered on a
television series portraying
every single instant of a man's

Y 1E

Klou.

life, yet even then, when he
ate breakfast, ads ran in the
corners of the screen. Even
when the mundanities are the
entertainment, they only go so
far.

Fiction, paradoxically,
often represents a search for
reality-people want stories
that seem true, even if they
involve dragons and Death
Stars. Fictitious objects do fol-
low rules: dragons breathe
fire but not ice; the Death Star
can destroy planets but it
takes a few minutes to charge
up the cannon. These under-
lying rules and logics, even if
totally fantastic and without
any "realworld" explanation of
why they should be so, pro-
vide a framework with which
we can suspend disbelief and
not have that disbelief cut
down by a violation of whatev-
er rules we're working under.
The greatest suspension of
reality, however, is the one we
never consciously think about,
the one of Batman shaving

and Superman working at the
newspaper and Sam Spade
paying his bills. That is a real-
ity we know, and cannot ever
cease to be part of; we're
there, we're doing that, and
we certainly don't need any-
more of it. We want the things
we don't normally do, like fol-
lowing hot on the trail of the
killer, living through a Civil
War firefight, or piloting a star-
ship. Sure, we need a reality,
but one that fast-forwards to
the good parts and allows us
the luxury of leading a thou-
sand different lives without
ever leaving the house.

BIOGRAPHY

Will Hooper can often
be found in the wood shop or
in front of a computer termi-
nal. lf approached carefully-
especially with vegetarian
food-he can usually be
calmed enough to communi-
cate.
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recursive flows block
photo by theresa rumore

caption by mark cyst

air or parallax I air of parallax
photo by theresa rumore

caption by mark cyst
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